
December 18th, 2021

The Nations Cabinetry Team would like to thank you for being such a valued customer. Your 
support is very important to us, and we hope we have been successful in providing you with 
excellent customer service and products.

This past year we expanded our brand to include a new line of closet cabinetry called 
Closetree. We also added additional products to our standard lines and made some 
updates to our offering to help meet today’s design requirements and trends.

Please find included with this memo, a recap of this past years news, as well as exciting 
new additions to our ever expanding product offering!

Our goal is to offer only the best in quality when it comes to our products. If you have any 
questions or need assistance, please contact your Customer Service Representative.

Thank You,

The Nations Team
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Closetree



RBB w/Pull Out System (DC)
Blind Corner Base cabinets don’t have to be 
wasted space and forgotten items. Our new RBB 
Pull Out System brings, available in DreamCraft, 
both functionality and accessibility to your cabinet. 
Available in 3 RBB sizes (42”, 45” and 48”) this new 
Pull Out System is an attractive addition to any 
kitchen design.

New Door Style - Logan (DC)
Logan follows our contemporary Urban 2 door
style, but instead of a vertical wood grain, it 
possesses a horizontal grain and is available in 
an assortment of wood species, stylish Textured 
Melamines, as well as our Echo wood offerings.

New Wood Species - Hickory (DC)
Hickory is a strong, open grained wood that is
known for its flowing grain pattern and dramatic
variation in color. It is not uncommon to see doors
or parts of doors that range in color from light to 
deep brown when finished in light or natural stains, 
but these very characteristics make each hickory 
kitchen unique and the preference of those who 
love wood.

Hood Liners (TD/DC)
Nations Cabinetry now offers Broan Hood Liners, that 
are easy to clean and protect your range hood.

PendaFlex File system (TC/DC)
Available in legal or letter, our PendaFlex file system 
is a metal hanging folder frames can provide the 
framework for a complete hanging file system.

10’ Molding (TC/DC)
10’ Molding will now be available on the following 
decorative crown moldings:
CMLG-10
CMSH-10
CMSHB-10

Appliance Panel w/Cut outs (TC/DC)
In order to accommodate for todays newer 
refrigerators, appliance panels will now be available 
with custom cut outs to accommodate ice makers 
as well as monitor screens. This item will be run 
internally as a Per Drawing w/an up charge of $250 
List.

UDC 3 Drawer (TC/DC)
Like our new OCS-B, our current UDC cabinets, 
will also come with 3 drawers and aligns the lower 
drawer section with standard base high cabinets.

UC/UBC - Utility Cabinets available 9 deep (TC/DC) 
Utility Cabinets and Utility Broom Closets will now be 
available with a max depth reduction of 9” deep. 
Prior to this, the max reduction available was 12” 
deep.

Stainless Steel Floating Shelves (TC/DC)
Nations Cabinetry will now offer stainless steel 
Floating Shelves in the following sizes:
SSFSH-10X24-2
SSFSH-10X30-2
SSFSH-10X36-2

PLDW - Pull-Out Lift Door Wall Cabinets (TC/DC) 
Our PLDW cabinets (Pull-Out Lift Door Wall) add 
needed functional storage as well as beauty to your 
kitchen design. Our Pull-Out Lift Door Wall cabinet 
doors pulls out and then lifts up, and out of the way. 

ROS - Factory Installed Roll Out Shelves (TC/DC) 
Roll Out Shelves can turn your Utility Cabinet into an 
efficient pantry with everything close at hand. Now 
available for factory install on Utility Cabinets, both 
standard and handicap, our Roll Out Shelf option 
(-ROS) will allow up to 5 ROS per cabinet. Please 
note, our -ROS option will be N/A on double door 
cabinets with a center stile.

Oak Material - REP 108” & 120” (TC/DC) 
With todays popular trends and modern kitchen 
appliances, Nations Cabinetry has expanded it’s 
Refrigerator End panels to include Oak material. This 
new addition allows customers to broaden their Oak 
cabinetry designs, in both stain and paint.

Floating Bracket (TC/DC)
Our new heavy-duty floating brackets, will replace 
our existing system and offers a wide range of use. 
Sold in pairs, this new bracket can be used for 
floating vanities, counter-top supports and in any 
application that requires extra support frame.

Ivory Discontinuation (TC/DC)
This memo is to inform you that we are in the process 
of removing Ivory paint color from our standard 
offering. Ivory paint will still be available for warranty 
purposes, but will be considered a Custom Color 
and follow the same process as our Custom Color 
Program.
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New Tall Cabinet - OCS-B (TC)
Following the same guidelines as our current OCS 
cabinets, this particular model comes with 3 drawers 
and aligns the lower drawer section with standard 
base high cabinets (34 1/2”).

Flush Ends (TC)
We have expanded our Flush End option (FEB) 
to now be available on ERC, CBC, LSB and DLSB 
cabinets.

Extended Stiles (TC)
Extended Stiles (EXT) will now be available on 
cabinets over 36” wide as well as on tall appliance 
cabinets.

DPO - Dynasty Package Option (TC)
The Dynasty Package Option will contain soft close 
hinges, dovetail drawers with full extension, under-
mount soft close drawer guides and a full adjustable 
shelf. This new structure in our Tidwell Cabinetry 
pricing will allow you to upgrade and save when 
DPO is selected. Some of the savings you will find will 
be price reductions on base and vanity cabinets.

Painted Paper End Panels (TC)
We already offer 5 paints with complimentary 
paper end and we are expanding that offering 
and adding 9 more that offer a look that is 
complimentary to the painted finish shown on the 
doors/face frame. For customers that require an 
exact match, it is recommended that the cabinetry 
be upgraded to PLY construction, or install a skin 
during installation.

Hood Liners (TD/DC)
Nations Cabinetry now offers Broan Hood Liners, that 
are easy to clean and protect your range hood.

PLYE Price Reduction (TC)
Last week it was announced that Nations Cabinetry 
would be expanding the complimentary paper 
program on certain paint colors and it was 
recommended that customers requiring an exact 
match upgrade to PLY. To better offset that cost, we 
will be lowering the price of our PLYE (Plywood Ends) 
option by 25%. 

UC/UBC - Utility Cabinets available 9 deep (TC/DC) 
Utility Cabinets and Utility Broom Closets will now be 
available with a max depth reduction of 9” deep. 
Prior to this, the max reduction available was 12” 
deep. 

PendaFlex File system (TC/DC)
Available in legal or letter, our PendaFlex file system 
is a metal hanging folder frames can provide the 
framework for a complete hanging file system.

10’ Molding (TC/DC)
10’ Molding will now be available on the
Following decorative crown moldings:
CMLG-10
CMSH-10
CMSHB-10

Appliance Panel w/Cut outs (TC/DC)
In order to accommodate for todays newer 
refrigerators, appliance panels will now be available 
with custom cut outs to accommodate ice makers 
as well as monitor screens. This item will be run 
internally as a Per Drawing w/an up charge of $250 
List.

Stainless Steel Floating Shelves (TC/DC)
Nations Cabinetry will now offer stainless steel 
Floating Shelves in the following sizes:
SSFSH-10X24-2
SSFSH-10X30-2
SSFSH-10X36-2

UDC 3 Drawer (TC/DC)
Like our new OCS-B, our current UDC cabinets, 
will also come with 3 drawers and aligns the lower 
drawer section with standard base high cabinets.

PLDW - Pull-Out Lift Door Wall Cabinets (TC/DC) 
Our PLDW cabinets (Pull-Out Lift Door Wall) add 
needed functional storage as well as beauty to your 
kitchen design. Our Pull-Out Lift Door Wall cabinet 
doors pulls out and then lifts up, and out of the way. 

ROS - Factory Installed Roll Out Shelves (TC/DC) 
Roll Out Shelves can turn your Utility Cabinet into an 
efficient pantry with everything close at hand. Now 
available for factory install on Utility Cabinets, both 
standard and handicap, our Roll Out Shelf option 
(-ROS) will allow up to 5 ROS per cabinet. Please 
note, our -ROS option will be N/A on double door 
cabinets with a center stile.

Oak Material - REP 108” & 120” (TC/DC) 
With todays popular trends and modern kitchen 
appliances, Nations Cabinetry has expanded it’s 
Refrigerator End panels to include Oak material. This 
new addition allows customers to broaden their Oak 
cabinetry designs, in both stain and paint.
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Our goal is to offer continuous innovation and the most up to date products while producing the highest level of quality when it comes to our cabinetry. If you have any questions or need 
assistance, please contact your Customer Service Representative.

Closetree: What better way to get the most out of your closet space while not sacrificing style than by 
incorporating  the full access functionality of Closetree. Maximize space where most needed with the 
addition of a closet system that includes chrome accessories, shelving, built-in drawers, and cabinets that 
can be mixed and matched to showcase your creativity!
 
A few key points:

• Mix and Match cabinetry for ease of design
• Matching Interior and Exterior
• Flush Toe Kick
• Chrome Accessories
• An wide variety of door styles and textures that include of laminates, veneers and wood
• Upgrade options that include Metal Drawers and Custom Color

Floating Bracket (TC/DC)
Our new heavy-duty floating brackets, will replace 
our existing system and offers a wide range of use. 
Sold in pairs, this new bracket can be used for 
floating vanities, counter-top supports and in any 
application that requires extra support frame.

Ivory Discontinuation (TC/DC)
This memo is to inform you that we are in the process 
of removing Ivory paint color from our standard 
offering. Ivory paint will still be available for warranty 
purposes, but will be considered a Custom Color 
and follow the same process as our Custom Color 
Program.

Recap of 2020



Changes and Upgrades for 2020 Q4 Changes and Upgrades for 2020 Q4 

Mullion Door Availability (Tidwell)
We have streamlined our Mullion Door availability to closer match our current Mullion 9-Lite option. 

APC on Panels (DreamCraft)
We’ve expanded the APC option to include TEP, WEP, VEP and BEP, as well as full panel sheets.

Dusk Availability (Tidwell)
Dusk stain will be available on both Knotty Alder and Cherry, and not require -PLY upgrade. The end 
panels will be complimentary to the doors/face frame and for customers that require an exact match, it is 
recommended that the cabinetry be upgraded to PLY construction, or install a skin during installation.

No Face Frame on Bookcases (DreamCraft)
Bookcases in DreamCraft will now be frameless. This change allows for a true European cabinetry design 
and will give your kitchen a consistent look.

NEW - Q4
EURO CABINETRY
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NEW for 2020 Q4NEW for 2020 Q4
New Range Hood (Tidwell/DreamCraft)
A range hood, also known as a kitchen hood or vent hood, is an essential 
appliance for any kitchen. Available in various door styles, Nations 
Cabinetry is proud to introduce the first of many new Range Hood we are 
designing.
 
RH3633
RH4233
RH3645
RH4245

NEW for 2020 Q4NEW for 2020 Q4
New Wine Rack (DreamCraft)
Wine cubes allow homeowners and designers to create unique functional 
designs with maximum flexibility when storing wine collections. Available 
in 3 different sizes, our new Cubby Wine Racks will offer both a ease of 
function and a creative look to your kitchen.

CWR1212
CWR1224
CWR1236

NEW for 2020 Q4NEW for 2020 Q4
New Square Post (Tidwell/DreamCraft) 
Our new decorative post can be used to support countertop or add a 
contemporary and decorative element to you kitchen or bath design.

POST-SQ


